duum is no longer soluble even in concentrated acetic acid. Acetate of potash does not precipitate the salts of vanadium. Concentrated acetic acid dissolves hydrate of vanadium, but the solution becomes green by spontaneous evaporation, and leaves a granular powder, composed of deep green opake microscopic crystals, the form of which is either a cube or a very short rectangular prism; they dissolve very slowly in water; the solution is of a deep green colour.
~brmiate of Uanadium.~ Artificial formic acid dissolves hydrate of vanadium, and gives by spontaneous evaporation a blue, opake, saline mass, which is easily soluble in cold water; but this solution, which contains no excess of water, becomes gradually green by contact with the air. The salt when perfectly dried is of a violet eolour, with a tint of brown, and is not completely soluble in water.
Suceinate of Vanadium.~Suceinie acid dissolves very little hydrate of vanadium; the solution is but slightly eoloured. By evaporation the suceinate is obtained in the state of a white powder, mixed with crystals of suceinic acid. Nevertheless, the salts of vanadium are not precipitated by neutral sueeinates, but the mixture soon becomes greenish.
Benzoate of Vanadium.--A boiling solution of benzoic acid dissolves a little hydrate of vanadium; submitted to a slow evaporation the solution deposits a yellow powder, and the excess of acid crystallizes around it.
[To be continued.]
XLII. Partiadars of the Measurement, by various Methods, of the Instrumental ff~rror of the Horizon-Seclor described in Phil. Mug. vol. fix. B3t Joan NxxoN, Esq.
[Continued from page 96.] By the JEleventh Method. Theory. --] [ET E (next page) represent the eye end, and O the object-glass end of the (horizontal line) of collimation of a perfect telescopic-level (or of the horizon-sector) correctly adjusted for taking a level. If we increase the diameter of the cylindrical ring nearest tile object-glass, by for instance coiling a quantity of thread about it, the line of collimation will be elevated in the direction FP; and on reversing the telescope within its Ys, it will be equally elevated in the opposite direction, or GQ*; the angle PEO --QOE being
Admitting the Ys to have the same angular opening; but it is evident from the demonstration given in page 429 of last volume, that were the Ys unequal the theory would be equally applicable. the imperfect telescopic-level P, and make their lines of collimation parallel to each other, we shall find, on reversing the latter, that the line of collimation of an object-glass substituted for the eye-tube E will be inclined to that of the proof telescope HR by twice the instrumental error. As the rays of light fi'om the intersecting point of the cross wires of the telescopic-level pass out of the additional object-glass into that of the proof telescope parallel to each other, make QrR parallel to QO, and QIRE will be double the angle PEO = QOE. Or, more simply, if we make EIO r parallel." to the horizontal line EO, the line QR is elevated, and IrE depressed by an angle equal to the instrumental error.
Description of the At~aratus.
On an oak table (A) $'5 feet long and 2 feet broad, which stood against the eastern wall of a long room having but one l~l ]3.~ G F / ~o ~ t ~,~ window (to the south), was placed a deal plank (B) 6 feet long, S'5 inches broad, and very nearly 6 inches thick, or high; equal lengths of the plank overhanging each end of the table. To prevent the plank upsetting, a bar of wood about a foot long and 3 inches square, was fixed to each side of it, their bases being slightly elevated above that of the plank, that the latter might not beml by the bars coming in contact with the table. Two blocks of wood (CC) 3'5 inches h~gh, 2"5 inches broad, and of the length of the breadth of the plank, were glued to its upper surthce, one at a distance of 6 inches, and the other at that of 17 inches from its south end. Firmly glued to these blocks, stood an achromatic telescope set in a stout mahogany Downloaded by [Universite Laval] at 22:35 24 April 2016 mahogany fi'ame (D) about two feet long and 2"5 inches square, each end of the frame projecting equally beyond its subjacent block. The sidereal focus of the object-glass was full 20 inches, forming with the eye-tube a total focal length of nearly 30 inches. Within the eye-tube, between the first and second glasses, was placed a stop containing a vertical slip of .very thin. mother-of pearl divided on one edgre by fine horizontal hnes into equal parts of about 1 t 20" each, together with two fine spider threads crossing each other, a few seconds to the east, and in the plane of the slip of pearl, at an inclination to the horizon of about 30 ° . By means of the micrometer screw (H), worked by the milled head-nut (F) placed outside tile tube, the intersecting point of the threads could be gradually moved upwards or downwards, parallel to the divided edge of the ,)fxed slip of pearl. The handle (G) served to slide the whole apparatus, parallel to the sides of the eye-tube, to that distance from the eye-glass at which the threads appeared ° ' I IIII most distinct. Four screws, with sliding slips of brass beneath their heads (of which two (I I) are represented in the diagram), were used in the usual manner to alter the situation of the point of intersection of the threads. The proper object-glass (I) of the sector, fitting tightly within the thicker end of the cylinder, is 13"1 inches in focal length, and protrudes about 2 inches beyond the cylinder. Within the opposite end of the cylinder, the eye-piece being withdrawn, was fixed an additional object-glass (J) of 10"3 inches focal length, protruding about 4 inches. The stop containing the (adjustable) horizontal and vertical wires is fixed within the cylinder, and was made the joint or common focus of the two object-glasses. The sector being placed about the middle of the length of the plank, with its cylinder nearly on a level, and in a line with the telescope (D), the stand of the sector was moved laterally until the vertical wire of the 2 X 2 cylinder, Downloaded by [Universite Laval] at 22:35 24 April 2016 cylinder, as seen through the telescope, appeared to be bisected by the intersecting point of the threads of the latter. This being effeeted, the stand was glued at the sides (only) to the surface of the plank, and the slight deviation in the bisection of the wire, occasioned bv the setting of the glue, rectified by the lateral adjusting screws (I I) of" the telescope.
Illumination of the Wires. ~ In the daytime a square foot of white pasteboard set up on the plank at a distance of about six inches from the northern object-glass of the cylinder, was so inclined as to reflect the light from the window up the cylinder and telescope. At night, or on a gloomy day, the lantern (M) of a transit instrument was substituted, and so situated that the tube (N) containing the lens was of the height and in a line with the cylinder and telescope. In lieu of a lamp, a white wax taper, about one-third of an inch thick and five inches long, was fixed within the socket of the lantern, the summit of the taper standing an inch or two above the level of the lens-tube (N). The wires of the cylinder and threads of the telescope could now be seen, on looking through the eye-glass of the latter, with the utmost distinctness in fi'ont of the pale taper mildly illuminated by the light reflected from the tinned sides of the lantern. When the taper had burnt down nearly to the level of the lens-tube, the light became so intense that the wires appeared to split; and, on the other hand, when the taper stood too high, they looked dim and ill defined. In general, whether the lantern or pasteboard was used, a piece of black cloth was thrown loosely over the object-glass of the telescope and the adjacent one of the cylinder, its loose folds being so arranged as to exclude all light, except that which passed through the filrther objectglass of the cylinder.
Adj~tstment of the Wires to the Sidereal Focus. h The telescope, previously to its being glued to the plank, was pointed, when the ground was covered with snow, to some park railings at a distance of several miles, and the eye-tube pushed in or drawn out until the railings could be seen with the greatest distinctness*. The telescope being then considered as properly adjusted, the spider threads were moved by the handle (G) to such a distance from the eye-glass as produced the clearest vision of the minute particles of dust adhering to their sides. To confirm the accuracy of the latter adjustment, the lantern was placed a little beyond the eye-glass, and the threads viewed through the object-glass by an excellent 20inch (milita~9) achromatic by Dollond, of which the sidereal The telescope could not conveniently be adjusted upon a ~tar. fOCUS Downloaded by [Universite Laval] at 22:35 24 April 2016 focus had been ascertained in the way described. On commencing the verification, the latter was placed, purposely, out of focus, but when altered so as to produce distinct vision of the threads, its eye-tube was found, on every trial, to be at the circle marking the sidereal focus.
The object-glasses Within the cylinder were placed at a distance from the cross wires fixed between them equal to their respective sidereal loci (the eylinder and telescope being situated as represented in the figure, p. S38) by drawing out or pushing in the tube containing the proper object-glass of the cylinder, until the wires, as viewed through the telescope, appeared as distinct as possible. The cylinder being reversed, the additional object-glass, now brought close to that of the telescope, was similarly adjusted.
(New) Method of setting a Wire vertical. ~ The uppermost (L) of the transverse levels of the cylinder having its bubble at the mark, the slip of pearl had its divided edge rendered parallel to the upright wire of the cylinder by unscrewing in a very slight degree the eye-tube containing it% The cylinder was then reversed'within its Ys, and the bubble of the transverse level brought to its mark by turning the cylinder within its Ys. On looking through the telescope, if the slip and wire were found parallel, both were considered as perpendicular; otherwise one half of the deviation was corrected in the slip and the other in the wire, the bubble of the deranged level being in the last place restored to its mark by its adjusting nuts. After the cylinder had been inverted and the wire placed parallel to the (undisturbed) slip, the other transverse level was similarly adjusted. In setting the lines of collimation parallel, or in reading off the great levels during the subsequent observations, the bubble of the transverse level uppermost was eareihlly kept to its marks.
tgeference-Level.--The horizontal piece of brass (K) in which works that part of the screw situated between its head and the threads was so thin as to be elastic, thus rendering the measurements made with the micrometer discordant and uncertain. Recourse was therefore had to the great levels of the sector (omitted in the figure) , not however without reluctance, the unsteadiness of the floor now requiring the addition to the apparatus of a relhrenee-level. To the upper surface of the westernmost (O) of the pieces of wood projecting fi'om the sides of the plank was fixed a bar of oak (P) with its eastern side glued to the plank. The bar was mounted with a spirit-* The slip being only a few seconds distant from the intersection of the threads, the eye could estimate the parallelism with sufficient accuracy. level Downloaded by [Universite Laval] at 22:35 24 April 2016 level tube (having a scale of ~vth of an inch for 1") placed parallel to the sides of the plank; and no measurements were made by the great levels until the ends of the bubble of the reference-level were brought, by an alteration of the situation of the observer, to be stationary between two certain divisions of its scale.
(New) Verifcation of the Adjustments of the ~'oci. --It has already been stated that the cylinder and telescope were placed on the plank in a line, and level with each other. In this position, before the stand of the sector was glued to the plank, the line of collimation of the telescope was made parallel to that of the proper object-glass of the cylinder (that is, tlle intersection of the wires of the cylinder appeared to be in a line with, or intercepted by the intersection of the threads of the telescope); when first one and then, on inverting the cylinder, the other great level were carefully read off. In the next place, the stand of the sector was taken off the plank, and replaced with a board 0"85 inch thick, introduced between it and the plank. The cylinder being now raised nearly an inch above the level of the telescope, their lines of collimation were once more made parallel, and tile great levels again read off% The results were:
Bubble. Flexibilit~t of the Plank.NAs one end of the cylinder was very probably a few ounces heavier than the other, the distribution of gravity might be sensibl 3 varied, in case the flexure of the plank was considerable, on reversing the cylinder within its Ys. As a two-pound weight could however be placed on any part of the plank without affecting the parallellsm of the lines of collimation, its flexibility was undoubtedly too slight to vitiate tile measurements. But on fixing a se-With Kater's horizontal floating collimator the parallelism of" the rays might be elegantly demonstrated. Point the wires of a telescope having a very large object-glass exactly at those of the collimator, tile telescope being placed as much as possible above the level of the collimator without losing sight of its wires. The tube of the collimator may now be raised several inches in level by gradually augmenting the quantity of quicksilver within the trough, yet without disturbing the apparent interception of the wires of the collimator by those of the telescope. cond Downloaded by [Universite Laval] at 22:35 24 April 2016
Insh'umental Error of his Horizon-Sector. 84:~ eond telescope at the northern extremity of the plank as a counterpoise to the one at the opposite end, and introducing a narrow bar of wood between the table and the plank, on which the latter would altogether rest without touching the table, the cross of the threads of the telescope, which had been previously set to bisect the horizontal wire of the ey, linder, was found to have started from it to the amount of several seconds.
Process of Measurement. ~ The line of collimation of the proper object-glass of the cylinder having been made parallel to the axis of the latter (which was easily and most accurately effected by the cross threads of the telescope), it was then made parallel to that of the telescope by elevating or depressing the cylinder by means of the rack-work of the stand, rather than by the more expeditious, yet uncertain application of the micrometer, which, with a view to insure its steadiness, had been long undisturbed. In the next place, by reversing the cylinder within its Y s, the additional objectglass was brought close to that of the telescope, when its line of collimation was found to be so nearly parallel to that of the telescope, that it could be rendered level with it by unscrewing a little the additional object-glass, which was not well centred, within its cell. This effected, the cylinder was inverted within its Ys, and on looking through the telescope, the intersection of the wires of the cylinder appeared above the level, and considerably to the right of the point of intersection of the threads of the telescope. To measure the dift~rence of level of these two points of instersection, evidently equal to the quadruple of the instrumental error, both the great levels were read off; then the horizontal wire of ttle cylinder being brought by the rack-work of the stand to the level of the intersecting point of the threads of the telescope (by which it appeared to be bisected), the reading off of the levels was repeated. close to tllat of the telescope. The levels were then noted before and after the parallelism of the lines of collimation had been effected.
When the line of collimation of tim proof object-glass had been made parallel to, or more correctly, level with that of the telescope by unscrewing it within its cell, the cross wires of the cylinder intersected each other at J E, about 1 ~ to the west of C, or point in which they were situated previously to reversing the cylinder ; but on turning the cylinder half round within its Ys, the intersection was removed to D, about 11 t east of C. The axis of the (reversed) cylinder, situated at F, must therefore have been about 6 r out of its previous direction ; a consequence either of the Ys being of an irregular figure, or of the cylinder not being straight. Two systems of cross wires, one for each object-glass, would certainly have been preferable.
Having discovered that the tube containlng the additional object-glass did not fit sufficiently tight within the cylinder, beyond which it projected considerably, the evil was remedied by applying glue to fix it. Still there existed some degree of doubt whether the tube was not sensibly deflected by its own weight.
The average of twenty-five measurements in April 1829, and January and February 1830, with fl~e room constantly at 45 ° Fahr., made the instrumental error between 12rt'0 and 16r1"6, mean 13"'8. Those of 1829 were made before the present object-glass of the cylinder was substituted for the original one of greater focal length, on a plank 5"5 feet long, 5 inches broad, but only 3 inches thick. The average of these (four) measurements was 14ml.
B3] the l~.leventh Method varied.mWith an efficient micrometer, a more simple or accurate method than the one just described could scarcely be devised. However, as the error was of necessity to be determined by the spirit-level, the measurements were repeated with such improvements in the apparatus and variations of the method as promised the most successful results.
Two iron brackets, driven, at a distance of 30 inches from each other, into a seam of the stone wall forming the east side of the room, and from which they projected nearly a foot, supported Downloaded by [Universite Laval] at 22:35 24 April 2016 3,t.5 supported a deal plank 4~ feet long, 5 inches broad, and 8 inches thick, secured to them at a distance of ~ inches from the wall *.
To the upper surface of the plank, planed as horizontal as possible, was glued towards its northern end the stand of the sector. The cylinder contained, as before, its own and an additional object-glass, but the latter was more effectually fastened within it at the slit used for the eye-tube by two broadheaded screws driven in at some distance from each other. South of the sector stood the telescope, moveable, with ttle two blocks of wood to which it was glued, along the surface of the plank. Into its upper surface were screwed parallel to its sides tile brass Ys of the proof-level, carrying Fortin's level-tube.
As the plank did not prove perfectly steady, a mahogany bar, mounted with two brass Ys supporting a level-tube, was glued to its surface parallel and nearly close to the western side of the sector-stand. The tube, 14 inches in length and one in diameter, had a scale of ~-th inch to 2 II. With the aid of this reference-level the minute inclination given to the plank by moving the telescope along it could be detected, and readily corrected by placing one or more light weights upon a proper part of the plank.
As the axis of the reversed cylinder could not be made parallel to the !ine of collimation of tile additional object-glass without disturbing the cross wires of the cylinder, it was of the utmost importance that one of the latter, when the bubble of either transverse level stood at its marks, should be truly horizontal. After this had been effected as correctly as was practicable by ttLe former plan, the telescope was pointed first at one and afterwards at the other extremity of the wire; Fortin's level being noted in both instances. The inclination of the line being proved by the slight difference observed in the two readings, it was gradually altered until it would endure this severe test. The cylinder being inverted, the other transverse level underwent a similar scrutiny.
As the pearl slip was of unquestionable steadiness, one of its divisions was substituted for the cross threads of the telescope, and could be brought with rigid accuracy to be in a line or level with the horizontal wire of the cylinder, by gradually withdrawing from beneath one of the blocks fixed to the telescope a sheet of thin paper previously introduced between the plank and block. At the same time the vertical wire of the cylinder, as dimly seen through the diaphanous pearl, divided the slip into two equal vertical sections. Method of Observatlon.--The telescope being in a line with and of the height of the cylinder, with the proper object-glass of the latter at a short distance from that of the telescope, the division of tile pearl slip was got in a line with the horizontal wire of the cylinder, before, and (as an additional precaution) after the cylinder had been inverted; the reading of Fortin's level following each observation. The cylinder being reversed, the telescope was moved southwards until its object-glass stood at the proper distance fi'om the additional object-glass; when the process of making the division of the slip level with the wire previous and subsequent to inverting the cylinder, to-~ether with the simultaneous noting of Fortin's level, was repeated. (It is almost superfluous to state that the latter was never read off until the bubble of the reference-level stood between its marks.)
There were now sufficient data to determine the difference of inclination of the axis of the cylinder resulting from the latter being reversed within its Ys; which difference it has been demonstrated is equal to double the instrumental error.
To prove that the great excentricity of the additional objectglass did not vitiate the results, the two last measurements (marked in the subjoined list with an asterisk) were made with the line of collimation of the additional object-glass rendered parallel to the axis of the cylinder, on reversing it within its Ys, by altering the cross wires with the utmost care.
List of the Results of the Measurements.
April 8th, 1831.
Temp. 57 °. Error = 13"'2 57 ---13 "0 -58 13 "7 -59 . 11 "6 April 9th, 1831.
• .... 56 13 "2 llth.
62
1"2 "¢~ -. 63 13 "3 ~
The mean of the whole is 12u'8, but if we reject tile fourth measurement it will become 13U'l.
B 9 the Tenth Method.
Theo~9.--Having demonstrated that the axis of the faulty cylinder deviates, when reversed, from the opposite of its previous direction by double the instrumental error, it is evident that the line of collimation of a telescope made parallel to the axis of the cylinder before, and that of another telescope made parallel to it after the reversing took place, would be inclined to each other by twice the error.
A~paratus.--In addition to the apparatus first employed, two Downloaded by [Universite Laval] at 22:35 24 April 2016 two substantial blocks of wood were glued, nine inches asunder, to the upper surface of the plank towards its northern end ; (occupying the place of the lantern as represented in the figure, p. SS8.) These blocks, notched ill the middle in a line with the cylinder and telescope, supported, on a level with the two latter, a tube of wood I rl, inches long and 1"5 inch in diameter, containing within its southern end the additional object-glass and tube, and a fine eye-piece (by Dollond) within the northern end. Distinct vision of the cross liues, fixed at right angles to each other, between the first and second glasses of the eye-tube, being obtained hy regulating their distance from the moveable eye-glass, the object-glass was adjusted to the proper focus by pointing the tube (telescope) at the sails of a distant windmill.
Method bfObservation.--The cylinder being removed, its place within the Ys was supplied by a tin tube (of tile same diameter) blackened within, which reached so nearly from the object-glass of one telescope to that of the other that all false light could be excluded by a large piece of black cloth covering the tube and object-glasses. Having placed the lantern a little beyond the eye-glass of the round telescope, the intersetting point of the cross threads of the square telescope were moved by their micrometer screw until they bisected the horizontal wire of the round telescope where crossed by the vertical one. Removing the lantern to beyond tile eye-glass of the square telescope, the bisection, on looking through the round telescope, did not appear quite perfect or certain, being slightl 9 affected by evident parallax.
Lastly; the cylinder containing its proper object-glass only, being substituted for the removed tin tube, the line of collimation of its object-glass, which was situated close to that of the rouud telescope, was made parallel by the rack-work of the stand to that of the latter ; or rather~ as nearly so as the almost impossibility of placing one wire exactly before another would admit of. The cylinder being reversed, the great levels were read o~ before, and then again after the line of collimation of its object-glass had been made parallel, by the rackwork of tile stand, to that of the square telescope. In making the bisections, the lamp stood on separate apparatus near the eye-glass of the opposite telescope.
The results (scarcely worth transcribing) varied in eighteen measurements from 15"'5 to 27"'5 ; mean 21"'3, or 8" more tlmn by the ISleventh method. 
